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a b s t r a c t
The extraction of textual information from scanned document pages is a fundamental stage in any digitisation effort and directly determines the success of the overall document analysis and understanding
application scenarios. To evaluate and improve the performance of optical character recognition (OCR), it
is necessary to measure the accuracy of that step alone, without the inﬂuence of the processing steps
that precede it (e.g. text block segmentation and ordering). Current OCR performance evaluation measures (based on edit distance) are strongly subjective as they need to ﬁrst serialise the entire text in the
documents – a process inﬂuenced heavily by the speciﬁc reading order determined (often wrongly, especially in cases of multicolumn and complex layouts) by processing steps prior to OCR. This paper presents
a new objective and practical edit-distance-based character recognition accuracy measure which overcomes those limitations. It achieves its independence from the reading order by comparing sub-strings of
text in a ﬂexible way (i.e. allowing for ordering variations). The precision of the ﬂexible character accuracy measure enables the effective tuning of complete digitisation workﬂows (as OCR errors are isolated
and other steps can be evaluated and optimised separately). For the same reason, it also enables a better
estimation of post-OCR (manual) correction effort required. The proposed character accuracy measure has
been systematically analysed and validated under lab conditions as well as successfully used in practice
in a number of high-proﬁle international competitions since 2017.
© 2020 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Document Recognition systems, also known as Page Reading
systems, play a crucial role in all digitisation efforts to extract and
describe the information on scanned physical documents for further analysis and understanding. The accuracy of the information
extracted at this fundamental stage of digitisation directly determines the success of all subsequent analysis stages which construct
higher-level semantic representations of the information contained
in the documents.
Starting with scanned pages as input, document recognition
systems perform multiple processing steps, including layout analysis (region and text line segmentation) and optical character recognition (OCR).
Performance evaluation is used for assessing and benchmarking different systems or methods (e.g. to choose the best one for a
certain document collection or use case) or, at a lower level, when
adapting a speciﬁc method (improving the method, parameter tuning, or training). Although an overall black-box (system-level) per-
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formance measure is useful in some circumstances, more detailed
measures that target speciﬁc steps are crucial for tailored tuning
and identiﬁcation of bottlenecks. The authors have worked on and
proposed performance evaluation approaches for different layout
analysis steps [1] which have been adopted by the research community. This paper focuses on the OCR step.
OCR accuracy is typically measured using the edit distance
between two text strings: the serialised text output of an OCR
method and the corresponding serialised ground truth (previously
constructed absolutely accurate) text. One speciﬁc distance is the
Levenshtein Distance [2] based on deletions, insertions, and substitutions required to transform one string into another (see also
the Ukkonen algorithm [3] – an eﬃcient implementation for calculating the edit distance).
The edit distance provides an absolute value of OCR errors (zero
edit distance equals perfect OCR result). For easier comparison
however, a relative value in the form of a percentage is preferable.
Rice proposed such a measure (based on the edit distance), called
character accuracy [4,5].
Given the need to serialise the entire document/page text, accuracy measures based on edit distance only work well for simple text block sequence comparisons (e.g. a single-column book
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a word. However, these metrics lack precision and are less meaningful than the character accuracy.
The most appropriate solution would be a practical measure
similar to the character accuracy but less dependent on segmentation and reading order. The next section provides more context of
OCR evaluation in general. Section 3 introduces the proposed measure, called Flex Character Accuracy. Section 4 contains the experimental validation. Finally, discussion and conclusions are provided
in Sections 5 and 6.
2. Evaluation of OCR systems
Fig. 1. Impact of reading order on Character Accuracy (top: paragraph order on
page; bottom: serialised text). Given two paragraphs and the same system performance at the character level, the order in which the text is serialised is signiﬁcant.
OCR result X has the inverse paragraph order than the ground truth and will receive
a low Character Accuracy score. OCR result Y has the same paragraph order as the
ground truth and is likely to receive a higher Character Accuracy score.

page). For more complex page layouts (multi-column, containing
marginalia etc.) such measures are heavily impacted by the performance of the page segmentation and text line detection steps.
Since the ordering of the page content blocks (i.e. reading order) identiﬁed by those preceding layout analysis steps is reﬂected
in the input to the OCR step and the subsequent serialisation of
the text recognised in those blocks, if the reading order is wrong
the character accuracy measure can be very low, even if the actual
recognition of each individual character is perfect.
Moreover, it should be noted that even in the case where the
layout analysis steps do not introduce errors, there may not be a
unique actual reading order on a page – e.g. there is no prescribed
order in which to read the different articles on a newspaper page.
A simple example illustrating the problem of the reading order affecting the character accuracy is given in Fig. 1. Assuming all
individual characters were recognised perfectly by two OCR systems X and Y, the character accuracy scores can differ signiﬁcantly
merely due to differences in the detected reading order of paragraphs. OCR result X has the inverse paragraph order than the
ground truth and will receive a low character accuracy score. OCR
result Y has the same paragraph order as the ground truth and will
receive a perfect character accuracy score.
The same problem arises when text lines are merged across two
columns. Although that is clearly an error in terms of reading order, it might not be of signiﬁcant interest in the evaluation of OCR
itself (for instance if the use scenario is keyword search) and at
any rate should not be attributed to the employed character recognition method but rather to the preceding segmentation stage.
The root of these problems is that measures based on edit distance require as input the entire text in serialized form and then
treat the text as an inseparable string of characters.
A more targeted and direct approach would be to consider the
location (pixel coordinates) of every character when comparing
OCR result and ground truth text. This, however, is most of the
time not feasible for practical reasons. The list of potential impediments is long and includes problems such as systems/methods that
do not provide coordinates, originals with overlapping regions, broken characters, ambiguities when dealing with special characters
like ligatures, and most prominently the high costs associated with
creating ground truth that contains character outlines and manually entered character codes for each one (which is orders of magnitude more expensive than entering text on block level).
An alternative is to use other, more broad performance metrics
that disregard the sequence of the text entirely. One such measure
is the Bag of Words measure (see [6]) which only considers the occurrence of words and their counts, not the context or location of

From the numerous publications on how digitisation projects
have attempted to evaluate the results of their OCR efforts it is
clear that the particular approaches have evolved over time and
that there are also certain constraints which are more relevant in
real-world/large-scale projects than in experiments undertaken as
part of research activities. In [7] it is, for instance, reported that
digitisation projects in the past referred to OCR conﬁdence values
as a measure for the quality of recognised text. From a scientiﬁc
point of view this appears very questionable as such values are calculated by the OCR engine itself (as a measure of internal decision
process diﬃculty not accuracy of the decision itself) and can therefore deviate signiﬁcantly from the true result. On the other hand,
this approach also documents the problem these projects were facing – that there was no other viable option available to them. In
this context, the viability of an evaluation approach would most
likely have been determined by the associated costs.
More precise approaches were subsequently based on selecting
representative examples and human “proof-reading” the OCR output with the goal of annotating/counting and potentially also correcting errors in a manual process. The logical continuation of this
idea was to have the correct result ready from the start in the form
of ground truth ﬁles. Ground truth also has to be created manually
but there is the great beneﬁt that it presents a one-off effort and
can then be used repeatedly in automated evaluation experiments
(for instance with a view to optimising certain OCR process parameters).
Evaluation based on ground truth is generally recognised as
the most systematic and repeatable approach but there are differing views on what level of detail should be applied. This is again
related to the associated costs for producing larger amounts of
ground truth. The highest grade of ground truth records any information that could be relevant for a digital rendition of the digitised
document such as region outlines and classiﬁcation (type of content), logical reading order, text lines, words and potentially even
the precise location and outlines of characters – all together with
the respective Unicode [8] code points of the actual text or, if missing in the oﬃcial standard (as is often the case for historical documents) following generally accepted recommendations on private
use areas as for instance stipulated by the Medieval Unicode Font
Initiative [9]. With such detailed ground truth it is possible to objectively evaluate OCR systems on all possible levels – from page
segmentation down to recognition of individual characters. This
also allows precise accuracy measurements for meaningful entities
such as words, something that is for instance advocated in [10].
As a result of the prohibitive costs for producing highly detailed
ground truth it is common that text is only entered at region (e.g.
text block) level. This also means that automated evaluation approaches will have to deal with a level of uncertainty as the mapping of ground truth text blocks onto recognised characters and
words (OCR result) might not be straight forward.
In [11] such constraints and limitations were taken into account
and emphasis in performing the evaluation was placed also on
context and on the intended use of the digitised material. To this
end the evaluation of separate processing steps, such as region seg-
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mentation and text recognition, was performed independently and
then individual results were combined afterwards into an overall
success measure related to speciﬁc scenarios. Use scenarios were
expressed through a set of weights for the individual error measurements aiming to reﬂect the importance/unimportance of speciﬁc requirements (e.g. the correctness of reading order might be
irrelevant but accurate word segmentation is very important in a
“keyword search” scenario). In the absence of other methods, only
the strict matching of text strings and the very relaxed bag of
words approach were used for text evaluation in this context. Considering that the ground truth used in that project had text only
available on region level it becomes clear that a more ﬂexible character accuracy measure would have been highly beneﬁcial for more
precise deﬁnition of use scenarios.
There are a number of other general approaches that go in
the direction of more independent character accuracy evaluation
but these are subject to certain other limitations. For instance, the
block edit distance (e.g. [12]) extends the standard edit distance
by block move operations. Due to the computational cost involved,
current implementations only approximate this by trying to ﬁnd
split points (heuristically). Also, this approach only works as expected if there are matching blocks of a certain size that can be
moved (which might not necessarily be the case).
Another example is bipartite graph matching (see [13]) which
is word-based and therefore limited in terms of precision of results (at the required character level). Accordingly, the origin of errors might not be possible to locate. Furthermore, over- or undersegmentation of words (i.e. different word splits in ground truth
and result text) can lead to problems when using this measure.
3. Flex character accuracy evaluation measure
The core concept of the new measure proposed in this paper
is to break down the texts (that are to be compared) into smaller
chunks, perform partial edit distance measurements, and sum up
the distances to obtain an overall character accuracy measure.
The algorithm can be summarised as the following steps:
1. Split the two input texts into text lines
2. Sort the ground truth text lines by length (in descending order)
3. For the ﬁrst ground truth line, ﬁnd the best matching OCR
result line segment (by minimising a penalty that is partly
based on string edit distance)
4. If full match (full length of line)
a. Mark as done and remove line from list
b. Else subdivide and add to respective list of text lines; resort
5. If any more lines available repeat step 3
6. Count non-matched lines / strings as insertions or deletions
(depending on origin: ground truth or result)
7. Sum up all partial edit distances and calculate overall character accuracy
The sorting by length helps to match the longest chunks as one
and not break them apart (step 4b) unless necessary.
When comparing chunks of different lengths, all possible positions of the shorter chunk relative to the longer chunk are considered. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm for calculating the edit distance
used in step 3.
During the development of the algorithm it was observed that,
when comparing a ground truth line with all OCR result lines, the
partial edit distance is not the best match criterion. This is mainly
because it does not differentiate between partial matches of the
same distance at different substring positions (the position of the
shorter chunk in relation to the longer chunk). Instead, a penalty

Fig. 2. Edit distance calculation for two chunks of text (pseudo code).
Table 1
Ranges of coeﬃcients for penalty calculation.
Coeﬃcient

Min

Max

Step

cM
cL
cO
cS

15
0
0
0

30
23
3
5

5
3
1
1

score p was deﬁned, using the return values of the CalculateEditDist function:

p = minDist ∗ cM + lengthDi f f ∗ cL + o f f set ∗ cO − subLength ∗ cS
(1)
Where cM , cL , cO , and cS are variable coeﬃcients (explained below) and offset is the distance of the shorter chunk from the left
or right side of the longer chunk:

o f f set = lengthDi f f /2 − |subPos − lengthDi f f /2|

(2)

The coeﬃcients represent weights that change how much each
of the four components (edit distance, length difference, offset, and
length of smaller chunk) impact the penalty score. Different values
for the coeﬃcients can lead to different overall character accuracy,
depending on the complexity of the texts. This is mainly due to
the fact that strings are subdivided at different positions.
Finding suitable values for the coeﬃcients was a diﬃcult challenge. Values that work well in one scenario might not work well
in another scenario. However, regardless of the actual values, the
resulting subdivisions of the text chunks are always valid. So instead of deciding on a ﬁxed set of values for the coeﬃcients, the
algorithm uses multiple combinations of values and returns the
maximum character accuracy that was achieved.
The value ranges of the coeﬃcients (Table 1) were determined empirically using datasets from ICDAR competitions (see
Section 4.4), trying to strike a balance between effectiveness and
runtime performance. Using these boundaries, the ﬂex character
accuracy algorithm minimises the penalty p for each partial matching.
The splitting of strings/chunks (step 4 b) splits the longer of
the compared two strings into two or three parts, depending on
the position of the best match of the shorter string. If the best
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Fig. 3. Example with original text, result with errors, and different result text conﬁgurations. Character errors are indicated in red (substitutions in bold, deletions
crossed out, insertions as plain red text).
Table 2
Evaluation results for different text conﬁgurations of basic example.
Conﬁguration

Flex Character Accuracy

Character Accuracy

Bag of Words

I
II
III

77.9%
77.9%
77.9%

80.0%
46.7%
46.7%

24.0%
24.0%
24.0%

match is at the very left or very right, the long string is split into
two strings (the matching part and the remaining part). If the best
match is somewhere in the middle, the long string is split into left,
middle, and right. The non-matching parts are put back into the
processing queue.
The source code of the ﬂex character accuracy measure is publicly available at github.com/PRImA-Research-Lab/prima-text. A library with other evaluation measures is also available at primaresearch.org.
4. Experiments and discussion
In this section the ﬂex character accuracy measure is validated
and compared to the traditional character accuracy measure. This
was done in three ways:
•

•
•

under controlled conditions with short example texts (see
Sections 4.1 and 4.2),
with a dataset of historical documents (see Section 4.3), and
in the context of ICDAR (2019) and ICFHR (2018) competitions (see Section 4.4).

4.1. Basic experiment
To test whether the measure performs as intended, a short text
(a quote and the author) was chosen (Fig. 3). Artiﬁcial character errors were introduced and three different conﬁgurations of how the
two parts could be combined were created. Both character accuracy measures were calculated as well as a bag-of-words measure
for comparison (Table 2).
For conﬁguration I (baseline), where there are errors, but the
OCR result has the same general order as the ground truth, both

Fig. 4. Different ground truth and OCR conﬁgurations. Words of the example text
are represented as numbered boxes (0 = “Eight”, 1 = “happy”, 2 = “frogs” etc.).

character accuracy measures return a success rate of 80%, conﬁrming the equivalence of the two in this case. The other two conﬁgurations (same words but differing order) highlight the difference
between the traditional and the ﬂex character accuracy measure.
The traditional measure produces rates that diverge signiﬁcantly
from the baseline (47% vs. 80% accuracy), whereas the ﬂex accuracy measure is stable (same success rate for all conﬁgurations).
4.2. Extended experiments
For the extended experiments two short example text paragraphs were used, each containing ﬁve words of ﬁve characters
each:
“Eight happy frogs scuba dived” and
“Jenny chick ﬂaps white wings”.
Taking into account whitespaces, this leads to 59 characters in
total.
Fig. 4 shows different conﬁgurations of ground truth and OCR
result for commonly occurring situations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A: No errors
B: Different ordering of text blocks
C: Merge across columns
D: Over-segmentation
E: Part missing
F: All missing
G: Added parts
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Table 3
Evaluation results for different conﬁgurations of extended example.
Conﬁguration

Flex Character Accuracy

Character Accuracy

A
B
C
D
E
F
G

100%
100%
96.4%
96.6%
50.0%
0%
62.1%

100%
25.4%
39.0%
59.3%
49.2%
0%
58.6%

Table 4
Evaluation results for different measures and different OCR engines.
Evaluation measure
Bag of words

Character accuracy

Complete dataset (17 pages)
Tesseract 4
92.7%
36.8%
Google OCR
94.0%
28.3%
FRE11
81.8%
35.7%
First page (see Fig. 5), original ground truth
Tesseract 4
93.0%
34.4%
Google OCR
93.3%
29.3%
FRE11
75.9%
34.8%
First page, ground truth without reading order
75.3%
Tesseract 4
93.0%
Google OCR
93.3%
44.6%
FRE11
75.9%
91.2%

Flex character accuracy
94.9%
91.4%
93.1%
96.8%
90.5%
89.8%
96.8%
90.5%
91.1%

N.B. For simplicity in this example only word-level substitutions are considered. As illustrated before, and in contrast to other
methods, the proposed method is perfectly capable of handling any
character-level substitutions as well.
Table 3 contains the respective evaluation results using the ﬂex
character accuracy measure in comparison to the standard character accuracy measure.
Where all ten words are contained in the OCR result and none
of the words is split internally, the new measure maintains accuracy values close to 100% (situations A to D). Small deviations can
be explained by differences in whitespaces. In contrast, the traditional character accuracy measure drops to 25% in the worst case,
despite all ground truth words being present in the OCR result in
those examples. Such low values are not justiﬁable from a character accuracy point of view in that they do not reﬂect the actual recognition performance on character level. This demonstrates
a severe limitation of the traditional measure and underlines the
usefulness of the proposed measure if an in-depth analysis of the
pure character recognition quality is required.
In situations where actual recognition errors occur (E to G),
the proposed measure behaves similarly to the traditional measure. Again, the relatively small deviations are due to differences
in whitespaces caused by splitting into text lines (line breaks are
disregarded in the new measure but count as normal characters in
the traditional measure).

4.3. Historical documents
As a real-world test, a dataset containing 17 pages of a Dutch
legal document (in a two-column layout) from 1857 was processed
by different OCR systems and the results evaluated. The originals
are held by the Dutch National Library and images as well as
ground truth are available as part of the IMPACT Digitisation collection [14]. Fig. 5 shows the ﬁrst page of the dataset with overlays
of ground truth regions and OCR result regions.
The dataset was processed with the following state-of-the-art
OCR engines: Tesseract 4, Google Cloud Vision OCR, and ABBYY

Fig. 5. First page of Dutch legal document from 1857 (“Handelingen der StatenGeneraal”), (top left: original image, top right: ground truth regions and reading
order, bottom: OCR result regions - left: Tesseract 4, centre: Google OCR, right:
FineReader Engine 11).

Fig. 6. Comparison of evaluation measures and OCR engines across all images in
the example historical document dataset.

FineReader Engine 11 (FRE11). Table 4 and Fig. 6 show the evaluation results for the three measures under comparison.
Comparing the overall results (17 pages) for the three different
measures, it can be seen that the ﬂex character accuracy measure
appears much more in line with the Bag of Words measure (which
is independent of the text order). However, the two measures are
not fully correlated. For example, the Google OCR has the highest
word-level success rate but the lowest character-level success rate.
This can be explained by the distribution of character errors (clustered within few words vs. being spread across a larger number of
words).
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Fig. 8. Character accuracy and ﬂex character accuracy for RDCL2019 submissions.

Fig. 7. Example pages with text regions highlighted in blue (left: RDCL2019, right:
RASM2018).
Table 5
Evaluation results for RDCL2019 competition.
METHOD

BAG OF WORDS

CHAR ACC.

FLEX CHAR ACC.

BKZA
LINGDIAR
MHS
FRE11
FRE12
TESSERACT4

94.89%
91.32%
92.43%
97.49%
97.07%
95.68%

47.98%
73.02%
61.33%
48.24%
80.39%
47.28%

94.77%
89.81%
94.62%
95.90%
96.12%
95.27%
Fig. 9. Character accuracy and ﬂex character accuracy for RASM2018 submissions.

For a better understanding of the results, a more detailed analysis was performed for the ﬁrst page of the dataset. The bottom part
of Table 5 shows the evaluation scores using the original ground
truth and a version of the ground truth without reading order. If
present, the reading order is used by the evaluation system to serialise the text content. If no explicit reading order is provided, the
text is serialised top-to-bottom using region coordinates.
The results of the traditional character accuracy measure vary
dramatically, conﬁrming how much it depends on the text order
of both ground truth and OCR result being in sync. Google’s OCR
scores very low, mostly because it merges the text across the two
columns (see Fig. 5 bottom centre). FineReader scores very high, as
its paragraph segmentation result is very close to the ground truth.
Looking at the results overall, it becomes clear that the traditional character accuracy measure does not necessarily provide reliable information on the actual character recognition performance
for real-world documents. The ﬂex character accuracy measure, on
the other hand, is very stable and enables a more realistic and objective assessment of OCR engines.
4.4. Evaluation of competition results
Among other applications, the ﬂex character accuracy measure
was used for OCR result evaluation in context of an ICDAR competition for the recognition of documents with contemporary (complex) layouts (RDCL2019) [15] and an ICFHR competition for the
recognition of historical Arabic scientiﬁc manuscripts (RASM2018)
[17]. Both competitions involve the tasks of page segmentation and
text recognition of complex documents, partly of low image quality
(see Fig. 7 for two examples).
Fig. 8 and Table 5 show the evaluation results of the OCR outputs of the methods that participated in RDCL2019 [15,16]. As
expected, the success rate produced by the ﬂex character accuracy measure is always greater or equal to that produced by the
traditional character accuracy measure as it strips away side effects caused by other processing steps (which should be mea-

sured/evaluated separately). Depending on the OCR method, the
differences in accuracy range from 16% up to 48%. It can also be
observed that the ﬂex character accuracy rate is more in line with
the Bag of Words success rate. This supports the claim that the
proposed measure is less impacted by differences in reading order
and segmentation (similar tendencies as the Bag of Words, which
disregards reading order and context by deﬁnition) and therefore
provides a more focused view on character accuracy.
Fig. 9 and Table 6 show the results of the RASM2018 competition [17] which also included segmentation evaluation on its
own (although not all participants submitted results for all levels/challenges). The same general observations as described before
can be made. The differences between the rates produced by the
ﬂex and the traditional character accuracy measures range from 0%
to 9.5%. The ﬁrst three methods suffer from very poor segmentation (below 50% success rate) which is then penalised again in a
very low character accuracy. This can be concluded from the apparent correlation between segmentation performance (Challenges
1 and 2) and the observed differences between the success rates
produced by the two different character accuracy measures and is
most likely a consequence of under- and over-segmentation leading to different text arrangements in the OCR result when compared to the ground truth text.

4.5. Runtime performance
The runtime performance of the evaluation method in a realworld situation can be determined by looking at the RASM2018
competition, for example. On average (for each page) each ground
truth text and OCR result had 846 characters. The total number of
evaluated pages (across all participating OCR methods) was 680.
The total execution time (unoptimized code) was 197 min, leading
to an average of 17.4 s (on a Windows PC with a 3 GHz Intel Xeon
processor).
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Table 6
RASM2018 evaluation results using different measures (rates denote percent success).
Tesseract 3

Tesseract 4

FRE11

Google

KFCN

RDI

OCR (Challenge 1)
Original text
Character accuracy
Flex character accuracy
Bag of words

13.0
18.3
20.9
27.8
2.2
4.7
Normalised text1

11.0
10.8
0.4

60.4
60.6
20.9

N/A
N/A
N/A

78.1
78.1
42.3

Character accuracy
Flex character accuracy
Bag of words success rate

13.3
20.9
2.5

19.2
30.5
5.5

12.3
12.2
0.4

64.4
64.8
26.7

N/A
N/A
N/A

85.4
85.4
60.6

Page segmentation (Challenge 1)
Text line segmentation (Challenge2)

48.4
28.8

54.4
44.2

40.9
43.2

70.6
N/A

87.9
67.7

N/A
81.6

1: Rare characters with diacritics replaced by non-diacritic versions.

In contrast, the average execution time of the standard character accuracy (unoptimized code also) was 0.3 s per page. The large
difference in performance is caused by mainly two factors. First,
when comparing shorter text chunks with longer chunks, the algorithm calculates the edit distance for each possible offset. Second, the method tries multiple combinations of four coeﬃcients to
ﬁnd the best character accuracy (4∗ 8∗ 4∗ 6 = 768 combinations). Although there is a large difference in performance, the beneﬁts of
the new measure outweigh the additional resource requirements
in most use scenarios.
5. Discussion
In general, character accuracy measures (traditional and proposed) work purely on textual input data. This fact limits the capability of such measures to pinpoint the precise origin of OCR errors. Only the context of the surrounding text can help to locate
errors. If the locations of each character (or glyph) on the page
were known a perfect character accuracy algorithm could be applied, checking each ground truth character for a local match from
the OCR result. This, however, is typically not the case (due to a
number of factors such as nature and quality of the originals, employed methods and costs involved in producing ground truth), as
brieﬂy mentioned earlier in this paper. Therefore, despite the limitations, text-based measures are usually the best option for benchmarking and process optimisation.
The proposed measure, while advantageous by ﬂexibly matching and comparing partial text line strings, introduces a minor issue for consideration. It subdivides text lines if they are only partially matched. The unmatched parts are fed back into the list of
chunks that are still to be processed. This, however, can lead to
situations where very short chunks are created (e.g. a single punctuation mark). These small chunks are very indistinct and might
be (wrongly) matched to parts occurring elsewhere in the text. Although this has no negative impact on the accuracy score, it might
lessen the error information when analysing individual matches.
The experiments showed that the ﬂex character accuracy measure is indeed less dependent on reading order and text object segmentation. A useful by-product is that the difference between the
traditional and the proposed character accuracy can give an indirect insight into the performance of the segmentation and order
detection steps of the OCR system under investigation.
6. Conclusion
A new measure for character accuracy has been presented that
strongly reduces the impact of reading order variances in text
blocks (as detected by the segmentation step prior to OCR), providing a more stable and precise representation of the actual character

recognition performance. The algorithm was validated using both
controlled examples and real-world evaluation scenarios (from ICDAR and ICFHR competitions). A more focused and independent
character accuracy measure such as the proposed one, which still
works on arbitrary serialised text is highly desirable as it enables
the pinpointing of areas for improvement in OCR results and can
aid training and ﬁne-tuning of character recognition methods in
OCR systems. If a combined measure of character accuracy including segmentation and reading order is required then this can be
very easily obtained in the form of a potentially weighted overall
benchmark based on the independent method-related measures.
The precision of the proposed ﬂexible character edit distance
measure makes it possible to evaluate and optimize complete
workﬂows (e.g. from image pre-processing to segmentation and
OCR) as it pinpoints the OCR performance only without being affected by other steps of the workﬂow (which can be evaluated and
optimized separately). Furthermore, the proposed measure also enables a more accurate estimation of post-correction effort required
in digitization projects, as the errors it indicates correspond precisely to the cases where text needs to be corrected and not to the
accumulated errors from earlier workﬂow steps that inﬂuence the
existing evaluation approaches based on the traditional character
edit distance measure.
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